As circular accelerators move towards larger numbers of bunches and higher beam currents, the task of diagnosing and curing coupled-bunch instabilities becomes ever harder. This paper describes the use of phase space tracking, i.e. reconstruction of bunch phase space trajectories, as a comprehensive instability diagnostic. A new instability cure is also presented, based on recent insights into the dynamics of unevenly-filled rings. Data is shown from PEP-I1 and the ALS, where "optimally shaped" uneven fills have yielded significant increases in instability thresholds.
INTRODUCTION
Modern synchrotron light sources and circular colliders must store high-current charged-particle beams to meet their design goals. The most serious consequence of high currents is the possibility of collective instabilities, which result from self-amplifying electromagnetic interactions between the beam and its surroundings [ 11. In the new machines, beam current is typically distributed among large numbers of circulating bunches, so as to avoid single-bunch instabilities, improve the beam lifetime, and reduce twobeam effects (in the case of colliders). Consequently, unstable coupling between bunches through long-range wake fields is often the main current-limiting factor.
An N-bunch beam has N modes of coupled-bunch oscillation. Thus, modern accelerators have hundreds or thousands of potentially unstable modes. This makes instability diagnosis by conventional techniques quite difficult. During commissioning, beam conditions are often rapidly varying and poorly characterised, and during regular operation, not much time is available for diagnostic experiments.
There is a real need for quicker and more informative measurement and analysis techniques, which must be complemented by imaginative ways of damping coherent motion. Section 2 describes an instability diagnostic that utilises phase space trajectories reconstructed from measured beam-position signals. In addition to enabling estimation of coherent tunes and bunch tunes with accuracy of a few Hz, phase space tracking allows new kinds of comparisons between instability theory and experiment. Such comparisons are shown to be useful in distinguishing between the fast beam-ion instability (FBII) [2, 31 and conventional instabilities in the PEP-I1 High Energy Ring (HER).
The theory of coupled-bunch instabilities in even fills (constant bunch spacing, bunch currents) is well under- In such cases, we require a diagnostic that is based on a single measurement (insensitive to parameter drift), and can be interpreted without knowledge of factors such as beam size, vacuum pressure, etc. Phase space tracking fills this need by enabling measurement of tune and growthrate variation along a bunch train. The FBII is expected to produce exponential growth and linear variation of growth rates and tune shifts along a short bunch train [ 
191.
The vertical instability was investigated using a digitised record of the exponentially growing oscillations of each bunch, immediately after switching off feedback. The 150-bunch train had a 4.2 ns spacing and I , = 52 mA.
Phase space trajectories were constructed from the data, and growth rates and tune shifts were calculated using curve fitting.
Figure l(a) shows the fitted tunes of bunches 46 to 150, relative to the tune of bunch 150. The peak-to-peak variation is less than 50 rads. The first 45 bunches were excluded because they grew to smaller amplitudes and had smaller signal-to-noise ratios. The growth rates are shown in Fig. l(b) . As can be expected of conventional instabilities, the growth rate variation across the train is small enough to be accounted for by the presence of secondary eigenmodes at small amplitudes. Clearly, growth rates and tunes do not vary linearly with bunch number. As a result, the FBII hypothesis was deemed improbable. It is of course possible that some of the approximations made in [ 191 do not apply to the relative time scales of this experiment.
The hypothesis that best fits the results of various experirments performed to find the source of this instability is that the beam was driven by a large impedance in the interaction region (IR), which disappeared after subsequent changes to the shape of the IR [20] . 
CURING INSTABILITIES WITH UNEVEN FILLS
The most direct approach to solving the uneven-fill eigenvalue problem is numerical computation of the eigenvalues of the N x N bunch coupling matrix [21] . Alternatively, one could project the coupled-bunch motion onto the N EFEMs, and calculate the "modal" coupling matrix [22] . In the general case, the longitudinal arrival-time error r , of the nth bunch centroid is given by
Derivation of Modal Coupling Matrix
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rn + ad,?, + wir, = --where Q is the momentum compaction factor, E / e is the nominal beam energy in Volts, To = 21r/w, is the revolution period, and Vn(t) is the total wake voltage seen by bunch n. If the bunches are much shorter than relevant impedance wavelengths,
where q k is the charge of bunch k, t:
Tb is the bunch spacing (TOIN), and the longitudinal wake function W ( t ) equals zero when t < 0. The total ring impedance is Z(w) = s-", W(t)e-jwtdt.
We shall now switch to the following modal (EFEM) basis: v , =EnsO r n e -3 ' . "~, r, = +E,=, ~, e 3~~7 5 -. This is a natural basis for studying fill shape effects. We as- it is apparent from Eq. (2) that the EFEM basis makes A sparse. In other words, the A-matrix is sparse unless both Ik and Zeff are dense, which is not a very common situation.
Modulation Coupling
Modulation coupling arises from terms of the form 
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is negligible for all k # 0, the modulation coupling terms are the only manifestation of fill unevenness. In addition, if Z(w) is non-negligible only at n revolution harmonics, where n << N , we can approximate the most unstable eigenvalues by those of an equivalent A-matrix consisting only of the n corresponding rows and columns. This is a great simplification in large rings with hundreds or thousands of bunches. If we now create a fill so that only I L -~ is large, where EFEM 1 is the most unstable mode and rn is the most stable, we get an equivalent A-matrix that is diagonal except for the coupling between v, and vl. This reduces the eigenvalue problem to a quadratic equation with the solution:
where C is a modulation parameter defined by C, = lIpl/Io. If Cl-m = 0, the even-fill eigenvalues A1 and A , are unperturbed. As C l -m approaches unity (it can never exceed I), one eigenvalue approaches zero and the other approaches A1 + A , .
This yields the maximum damping. 
Fill-induced Landau Damping
The second important uneven-fill phenomenon is potential-well distortion that varies from bucket to bucket, causing bunch-to-bunch tune variation and Landau damping. Landau damping and coupling to U N -~ are the only significant effects and A-, M -A: [23] , then the variation of A, with fill fraction is shown in Fig. 3 (numerical computation, assuming use of the fill optimisation algorithm). This figure is symmetric about both axes. Dashed lines show the evolution of A, from a few even-fill starting points. Interestingly, in this special case, fill unevenness only seems to reduce the growth rate Re(A), without changing the coherent tune Im(A) very much. EFEM n is best damped by maximising C,, i.e., by minimising the fill fraction. shows that such a fill should be stable at 1 A. Modulation coupling was expected to raise the instability threshold from 305 mA (nominal spacing) to 1.16 A (3x nominal spacing). The measured thresholds are 350 mA and 660 mA respectively. The improvement is significant, though smaller than expected, probably because the impedance resonances are located 3-5 MHz away from their expected positions. Given our new knowledge of the higher order mode resonant frequencies, it seems likely that a bunch spacing of 11 RF buckets would have resulted in even better damping.
Expt. VeriLfication: Modulation Coupling

Expt. Verijcation: Landau Damping
Theoretical predictions of fill-induced Landau damping were first tested at the ALS, where the diagnostic capabilities of a digital longitudinal feedback system [ 15, 163 were 
SUMMARY
The use of phase space tracking as a new diagnostic for coupled-bunch instabilities has been demonstrated. As the PEP-I1 example shows, tracking facilitates more detailed comparisons between theory and experiment than conventional techniques. It is particularly useful in investigating complex phenomena such as two-stream instabilities. Other uses include accurate beam-based impedance measurement [27] , quantification of the reactive component of active feedback, eigenmode analysis of uneven-fill motion [ 171, and (potentially) measurement of nonlinear effects such as tune variation with amplitude.
A systematic approach has been laid out for designing fill shapes that significantly damp coupled-bunch instabilities. The method, which is based on the phenomena of modulation coupling and fill-induced Landau damping, has been experimentally verified at the ALS and PEP-11, and also at SPEAR (see [ 171) . Instability cures based on these ideas are currently being studied at the SRRC [28] .
Since mixing of oscillation-coordinate and fill-shape signals occurs in all planes, modulation coupling also affects transverse oscillations. Similarly, higher bunch-shape oscillations can also be damped by modulation coupling. Although bunches that are axially centered in the beam pipe induce no transverse steady-state wake, transverse Landau damping might be achieved by shifting the beam orbit (or a resonant structure) transversely.
Uneven-fill effects grow stronger as the maximum allowable bunch current i , , ,
increases, and the beam current is distributed among fewer buckets. Uneven-fill cures for instabilities are thus limited by factors that limit i , , , , such as heating of vacuum chamber elements, intrabunch scattering (beam lifetime) and beam-beam effects in colliders.
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